
1 The MMPI Corporate Challenge is open to all rugby heads interested in 

supporting our nominated charities - details dvised later

2 There are 15 matches in the MMPI Corporate Challenge 

3 Place your bets 1-15 on all matches - predicting HOME win; AWAY win or DRAW

4 EXAMPLE, the result you feel most certain about - bet 15; least certain - bet 1

5 Place your bets for 15; 14; 13; 12; 11; etc. covering all 15 matches

6 If you feel sure that Ireland will beat Italy - bet 15 Away (EXAMPLE ONLY)

7 If you believe England will beat France  - bet 14 Home (EXAMPLE ONLY)

8 If you think Scotland v Wales will be a draw - bet 13 Draw (EXAMPLE ONLY)

and so on until you have placed all of your bets 1-15 on all 15 matches

9 You must place a Joker on 2 matches (any 2) in the Challenge  (2 of 14 games)

10 You must select Hi Scór on 2 matches (any 2) in the Challenge (2 of 14 games) 

NB Hi Scór means 45 or more points in a match

11 You must predict the top TEAM points scorers in each round

The Scoring - Devious intent

12 All CORRECT match bets will be added to your score

13 All INCORRECT match bets will be deducted from your score

14 All JOKER bets will attract double  points - positive or negative!! 

15 DRAW bets will attract triple points 

16 INCORRECT DRAW bets carry only single bet deductions 

17 All HI SCÓR bets will attract quadruple points - positive or negative!!

NB HI SCÓR means 45 or more points in a match

18 All CORRECT TEAM points scorers in Rounds 1-5 carry 5 points each

19 Adjudicator's decision is final - no appeals entertained

ENTRY FEE €20 PER PERSON - 100% TO CHARITY - DETAILS ADVISED LATER

PRIZE POT AT LEAST €500 - DETAILS ADVISED LATER 

CLOSING DATE 03 February 2017 (late entries cannot be accepted)

MMPI Corporate Challenge

AIB Donnybrook Village BIC: AIBKIE2D IBAN IE47 AIBK 9310 3921 0382 38

MMPI CORPORATE CHALLENGE - RBS 6 Nations Rugby 2017

This document is for information purposes only and is intended for private 

circulation. The information is believed to be reliable but is not guaranteed. 

MMPI is not soliciting any investment actions based upon this document. The 

value of your investment may fluctuate and is subject to the performances of 

unreliable, unprecocious footballers and overworked and underpaid officials. 

Following the examples, herein, does not constitute best advice and may result 

in you losing all of the capital you invested. Your investment will not attract 

interest or dividends but it will make a difference!                                                                                                                                           

THANK YOU SO MUCH

THE RULES - please read carefully

The Matches - 15 in all

The Scorers - Team


